
Stone flex is a flexible alternative to solid natural stone. 
Stone flex has a 100% natural stone surface and is laminated 

with a high strength polymer backing. 

Due to its greatly reduced weight and flexibility stone flex is a very 
versatile material, suitable for walls, facades, ceilings, furniture, deco-
ration and doors. Being natural stone, it is also suitable for both 
indoors and outdoor spaces. Stone flex can also be bonded to multi-
ple surfaces such as, concrete, metal, plastic, wood, fibre board, glass 
and many other surfaces.

Stone flex is also available in slate, quartzite, marble, limestone 
and sandstone.
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SPECIFICATIONS

AVAILABLE MATERIALS
Slate Quartzite Marble Limestone Sandstone

SUITABLE USES
Interior Walls Exterior Walls Ceiling Furniture

Bathroom Kitchen Cabinets Exhibition Decoration Door Skins

SUITABLE SURFACES FOR APPLICATION
Metal Wood Plastic Concrete

Fibre Board Glass Any other
solid surface
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SIZES

WEIGHT

THICKNESS

MATERIAL

2440 x 1220 mm & 1200 x 600 mm

±1.5 kg/m2

1.5 mm to 2.5 mm

100% Real natural stone surface. Fibre polymer backing.

Each sheet of STONE FLEX has it’s own unique veining structure, surface texture and colouration, from the 

natural stone from which it is processed. The face of the sheet is carefully split from the natural stone slab, 

extracted from the quarry.

Installation is simply applying the approved adhesive to the back of the slabs and rolling the sheet into 

place using a normal point roller to extract any air, trapped behind the sheet. Cutting is done with a pair of 

industrial scissors or a craft knife. 

Sheets can be butt jointed but we advise a minimal 1mm joint be used and grouted with normal tile grout 

or Keralastic T adhesive. Sealing of the slabs is recommended to enhance colours and facilitate 

maintenance. S.Q.T. Sealer is recommended.

RECOMMENDED 
SEALER

RECOMMENDED 
ADHESIVE

S.Q.T. Textures stone sealer (if enhanced colour or gloss finish is desired)
S.Q.T. Sealer (For a matt finish)

Mapei Keralastic T adhesive


